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The Devil Is An Ass, a city comedy written by Ben Jonson and performed in 1616, is often

referred as a udotagen and sometimes as a failure･ At the same time we could say that the

analysis of the whole structure of this comedy has not been begun until recently, while a number

of topical satires contained in this play have long been analyzed･ What, then, is the reason of

this situation? A straightforward answer to this question might be that too many plots are woven

into this comedy and ths it seems to have neither concentration of plots nor an obvious climax･

According to Robert E･ Knoll, "lt]he multiple action of the play has proceeded in orderly fashion

from introduction to complication, but in the last scene of the second act the plotting begins to

break down", and finally "lo]ur interests are divided" (Knoll 168). This criticism might well

seem natural, if we remember howwide its topicalsatires range-from about the socio-political

problems like fen draining and monopoly, to about the diabolicalproblems like the trialof

notorious Frances Howard and some cases of demonic possession･

On the other hand, according to Peter Happ6, "lt]he use of sources indicates that Jonson is

highly selective in what he takes, and that he has remarkable powers of transforming the acquired

materialto his own purposes" (Happi 4)･ Moreover, Anne Barton points out the importance of

trust in this play by counting the number of the word utrustn and its two variants, utrustingn and

"trusted" used in this play and companng it with the result of two other plays, i･e･ BarihoZomew

Fair and The mnieT's Tale, and concllldes as follows:

`【t]rust'is an issue inall areas of The DevilIsAn Ass, a word constantly on the lips of

characters as diverse Satan, Pug, Fitzdottrel, Plutarclms and Guilt-head, Merecraft,

Ingine,Ambler, Wittipol, Frances and Manly. Jonson seems to have been determined

to activate the whole spectrum of its possible meanlngS, from the narrowly legalistic to

the emotionaland abstract. (Barton 229)

We should not stop the analysis here like Barton, if we remember the fact that patriarchal

relationship between husband and wife is totally turned upside-down in the finale of this play･

Bythe emphasis on such "trust", what kind of human relationship and socialorder are brought

into question in this play, and what is shaped by it?

Similar approach to this play lS Chosen by Barbara Irene Kerps, and firstly she points out

that Jonson uses severalkeywords in plays on words and then focuses her argument on the

problem of ucontractn･ By concentrating the argument to the problems caused by the usage of

the words in this play, Kerps tries to dealwith it as a whole, and points out its structure as

follows:
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lb]y collapsing the meaning of the key words, Jonson in fact comically unites a number

of figures whose activities are apparently disparate,and one of my purposes here is to

show how Jonson uses the terms of contract and property law as a dramatic nexus ill

the very different worlds he shackles together in The Devil Is an Ass lsic･].

To dealwith the most obvious levels of intersection, two s･ets of contrarieties

dominate the play: the opposition between hell and earth on the one hand, and the

contrast between the theater and the "real" world on the other･ In Jonson's complex

plotting,all fotlr Of these normally discrete areas interact: indeed, much of his satiric

point is to revealtheirunsuspected permeability, and the ways they reflect on each

other as a result. (Kerps 86-87)

Kerps analyses many kinds of contracts in this play, and ･especial1y concentrates her argument on

the problem of Fitzdottrel's testament which finally rescues Mistress Fitzdottrel in Act 5. This

Kerps tries to dealwith the play as a whole by focuslng On One SPeCial feature contained by this

play itself, thoughshe leaves the problem of diabolic possessionalso in Act 5, which is tightly
connected to the problem of that testament･

Furthermore, Frances Fitzdottrel, female protagonist of The Devil Is An Ass, is shaped to

have her own agency. She is neither a masculine woman like Lady Tailbush, who binds herself

so tightly to the patriarchalhierarchy that she displays her masculinity too much, nor a feeble

woman, like Celia in Volpone, who scarcely seems to have any agency. We might say, following

Anne Barton, that this play "has a heroine" (Barton 234)･ Thus it is often treated as an exception

to Jonson's misogyny. For example, Helen Ostovich elaborates on the reading of Frances

Fitzdottrel's agency using the close relationship between Jonson and the Sidney women,

especially Mary Wroth, as a shadow-text of this play･

Taking these various viewpoints into consideration, from what standpoint could we grasp

the structure of this play as a contimity? Whatmight beaneffective way to unweave the

complicatedly interwoven plots of this play? h this paper, I would like to dealwith the questions

about the key note and the structure of this play mentioned above. Firstly, I would like to

concentrate my argument to a rather small and odd incident in the finale of this play-the fake

〟possessionH performed by Fitzdottrel and his accusation of his wife-and then, by showing that

"incident" is actually not an incident but an integralpart of this play, I would like to demonstrate

thatal1 the plots of this play are made to reveal every aspect of the theme of "contract". This

theme of "contract" is a category which includes, ･of course, not only economiCaland legal

contracts, pointed out by Barbara Irene Kerps, butalso emotionaland eve71 diabolical contracts.

The theme of "trust" is one aspect of it･ Ths using an analyticalmethod likemicro history, I

would like to throw light on the idea of a new commonwealth, not that of Hell in the opening

scene but that on earth, which we couldglimpse at the end of this play.

Does the Accusation BackElre?

In the finalscene of The Devil Is An Ass, Fitzdottrel suddenly begins to fit and groan out
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accusation against his wife, Frances Fitzdottrel. He calls her a whore, and the Justice Sir Paul

Eitherside is surprised and calls it a demonic "possession"･ He displays a variety of symptoms in

this scene, but in fact, the audience of this play is told that Merecraft and Everill, his assistant,

have given Fitzzdottrel instructions beforehand to perform the "possession" successfully:

MERECRAFT. Why, if he were the Devil, we sha'not need him,

If you'll beruled.

MERECRAFT gives ike insiruciions io him and ike T･eSi･

Go throw yourself on a bed, sir,

And feign you ill. We'll not be seenwi'you,

Till after that you have a fit, andal1

Confirmedwithin･ lTo EVERILL･] Keep youwith the two ladies

Andpersuade them･ I'll to Justice Eitherside,

And possess himwithal1, Trains shall seek out Engine,

And they two fill the town with't; every cable

ls to be veered･ We must employ outal1

0ur emissaries now. Sir, I will send you

Bladders and bellows. Sir, Be confident,

'Tis no hard thing t'outdo the Devil in:

A boy o'thirteen year old made him an ass

But t'other day. (5.5.38-51)

Moreover, they continue to do so dming the "possession"without being noticed by the other

spectators on stage like Lady Tai1bush and Sir Paul:

EVERILL･ You do noHumble enough.

MERECRAFr.　　　　　　　　　　Wallow I Gnash!

TAlLBUSH. 0, how he is vexed!

PAUL.　　　　　　　　　　　'Tis too manifest.

EVERILL Give him more soap to foam with. Now lie still.

MERECRAFr. And act a little.

/　-I

And give him soap io act with.

(5.8.67 -70)

Thus we could say thatthis subplot of demonic "possession" is indeed carefully constructed to

disclose the theatriCality of such "possession" before the audiences of this play itself. At the

same time, it is obvious that Fitzdottrelperforms this fake "possession" with theaim of

recovering his propertythat is now under control not of himself but of hiswife, and Merecraft

helps him because he has not relinquished his plan to bilk money of Fitzdottrel. What, then, do

they actually do in the "possession" scene? His demonic "possession" begins as follows:

FITZDOTrREL･ Gi'me some garlic, garlic, garlic, garlic lsic･ ]･

MERECRAFr. Hark the poor gentleman, how he is tormented!
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FITZDOTrREL. My wijTe is a whore, I'll kiss her no more:

Masyi not thou be a cuckold, as well as I?

Ha, ha, ha, ha, ha, ha, ha, ha & c lsic･]･

THE JUSTICE inierpreis all.

PAUL. That is the Devil speaks and laughs in him･

MERECRAFr. Do you think so, sir?

PAUL i discharge my conscience. (5.8･24-30)

Fitzdottrel thus begins to perform the "possession" by bringing an accusation against his

wife and calling her a whore･ Then his performance contimes as follows:

FITZDOTRREL.　　　　　　　　　A cuckold is,

抄勤ere e'er hepui his head with a wanion

lfhis horns be forth, ike Devil's companion!

Look, look, look else lsic･ ]･

MERECRAFr.　　　　How be foams!

EVERILし.
?

And swells!

TAlLBUSH. 0, me! What's that there rises in his belly!

EITHERSIDE. A strange thing! Hold it down

TRAINS, PITFALL

PAUL. 'Tis too apparent this!

We cannot, madam.

(5.8.32-38)

After Wittipol, Manly, and his wife enter, he calls Wittipol's name and then contimes as follows

when his wife worries about him and comes near the bed where he is lying:

FITZDOTrREL.　　　　　　　　　　0, 0,

She comes with a needle, and ihrusis ii in,

Shepulls out thai, and sheputs in a pzn,

And now, and now, Ido not know how, nor where,

Bui shepricks me here, and shepricks me there: 0, 0- lsic･](5･8･48-52)

Wittipoland Manly do not believe in what is said and done by Fitzdottrel, while the Justice Sir

Paul Eitherside is totally deluded. Therefore, Sir Pauldeclares as follows:

PAUL.　　　　　　　　　　　Gentlemen, I'll discharge

My conscience. 'Tis a clear consplraCy!

A dark, and devilish practice! I detest it･　　(5･8･55 -57)

How, we could ask here, can Sir Paul connect this fit and confused accusation against

Frances Fitzdottrel with ua dark and devilish practicen? What does Fitzdottrel actually mean,

according to Sir Paul's uinterpretationn? First ofal1, Fitzdottrel says that his wife is a whore, and

by pointing out Wittipol, he accuses those two as adulterous･ Then he says that his wife torments
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him by pricking himwith a needle･ Th･erefore we could saythat Frances Fitzdottrel is described

as an adulterous woman who not oTlly robs her husband ofal1 his property bllt also血akes him fit,

groan, foam and feel pain in his body-and thus we could conclude that Sir Paul "interpretes"

and values what Fitzdottrel says as an accusation against hiswife not only as an adulterous

woman butalSo as a witch. Thus the deed of uadulterous" Frances Fitzdottrel can be a udark and

devilish practice".

For early modernEnglish people,the diabolic possession is a phenomenon mainly caused

by witches･ This ispeculiar to the notion of witchcraft in England. James Sharpe points ollt aS

follows:

demonic possession was attribllted to witchcraft rather than to the direct action of

Satan, and was frequently followed by the prosecution of supposed witches who sent

unclean spirits into the bodies of the possessed. It remained, of course, perfectly

possible for somebody to be possessed by demons sent directly by Satan rather than by

his human agents･ But in what might be temed the classic English possession cases

witches were normally accused and sometimes executed.　　　　　　(Sharpe145)

It was said that a witch was able to use some devilish creatures (and sometimes the devil

himself), which were said to be kept secretly and fed with some drops of thewitch's blood in

reward for such evil deeds like anguishing the witch's neighbors and destruction of their

property･ It wasalso said that their "ability" to send such creatures derived from the "fact" that

they had made contractwith the devil. The "victim" of the witch was seized by a fit, fell into

trances, foamed, sometimes vomited out smal1things like plnSand spoke in strange voice

(sometimes theyalso spoke inforeign languages)･ During the fits, the possessed person often

accused someone as thewitch who caused that situation, and the accusedperson was interrogated

and sometimes executed. Men as well as women were accused in such cases,and in one case in

1597, So many women were accused by an apprentice whose name was William Somers that

there arouse a witch panic (Sharpe 148). Pmitan preachers as well as Catholic priests were eager

to commit to such cases as exorcists･ The ceremonies of exorcism were performed before huge

audiences, and we could regard such ceremonies as a kind of religious propaganda, and

theatriCality of this ritualplayed pedagogic role in the performance.

At the same time, we could also point olユt that the accusation of awitch co111d bemised in

every situation where there was a conflict. According to Malcolm Gaskill, the factors which led

to the accusation of witches were, "first, Competition for power and resources; secondly,

deviance, criminality, and the resolution of disputes; and, finally, the mentality shaped by belief

within a universe governed by supernatural forces" (Gaski1 54). Naturally, those who had power

like magistracies and ministers as well as common people could become the targets of the

accusation･ In other words, everyperson in a community could be charged as awitch･ At the

same time, "lt]he accused were rarely persecuted by whole communities, nor they invariably

outsiders whose social difference was marked by obvious characteristics of appearanceand

behoviour-unlike, say, Jews or gypsies" (Gaski1 66). To accuse and persecute a witch was to

disclose an enemy among "us". Therefore, we could regard witchcraft accusations as cluesthat
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enable us to grasp every layer of confrontationswithin communities･

We should not miss the function of the household as the basic social unit in witchcraft

accusations. "Because most of the tensions behind accusations were economic in orlgln, We need

to look to the basic unit of production: the household･ Accusations could be reinforced by family

history, since it waswidely held thatwitchcraft was passed on as a skill or throughheredity"

(Gaski1 57)･ Family members could be divided into some groups dming awitchcraft trial, as
they could belong to different factions. In ordinary witchcraft cases, the persecution of a witch

was done in a regressive way, viz･ after somepeople hadrun into bad luck･ Those who suffered

impeached the supposed witches and the persecuted were firstly brought to trialatthe assizes

court before the JPs･ Testimony of the third person was integralto the trialprocedure, and we

should not forget the fact that sometimes children were called to testify against their own parents

as "witches"･ We can read such cases,for example, in the trialrecords collected by C.

L'Estrange Ewen in his book michcraP and DemonianismJ A Concise Account Derived Pom

Sworn Depositions and Confessions Obtained in ike Courts of England and Wales (1933). They

attested that their fathers, Or mothers had kept some strange creatures like small animals in boxes

or something like that, and the ucreaturesn were regarded as imps･ Thus it is not strange that

Fitzdottrel accuses his own wife as a witch.

Moreover, we could add that not only Frances Fitzdottrel, butalSo Wittipol is accused in

this scene･ When they enter the stagewith Manly in the last Scene, Fitzdottrel Calls Wittipol's

name three times･ On hearing him groan, Merecraft says, "0 strange impudence! / That these

should come to face their sins" (5.8.40-41), and shortly after that he and Everill again call Sir

Paul's attention to the "fact" that Fitzdottrel groaned Wittipol's name at his approach thoughhe
"never saw 'em" (5･8･44)･ Thus wemight Conclude that it is not Manly but Wittipol that is

accused with Frances Fitzdottrel in this context, thoughManly includes himself among the

accused･ Frances Fitzdottrel is accllSed as awitch, and Wittipol is also accused as her

accomplice･ Thus we could point out herethatall the plots concern1ng "contracts" between

human beings in this play-economic contracts between Merecraft and the others (mainly

Fitzdottrel), the contract over a cloak between Fitzdottrel and Wittipol, the contract over

Fitzdottrel's property between him and Manly, the marital contract between 'Fitzdottrel and his

wife,along with the problem of adultery-are intertwined in one plot about the witchcraft

accusation against Mistress Fitzdottrel･ Thus, by analyzing this scene of diabolic upossessionn,

wemight be able to grasp what works as the continuo of this play as a whole.

In this "possession" scene the Justice Sir Paul Eitherside reveals his oplnlOn that it is "a

clear consplraCyn and a udark, devilish practicen, andthus we could say that theperfomance of

fake fit itselfworks not only as an accusation butalso as a testimony･ There is no one who gives

testimony as the third person here, every person interprets the meaning Of this phenomenon, and

thus great authority is attached to what Fitzdottrel says･ Rather strangely, Sir Paul begins to

examinethis phenomenon as follows after he delivered his judgment:

PAUL Show

The taking of tobacco, with which the Devil

Is so delighted.
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FITZDOTrREL.　Hum!

PAUL.　　　　　　　And calls for hum.

You takers of strong waters and tobacco,

Mark this.

FITZDOTTREL.　Yellow, yellow, yellow, yellow, &c lsic･ ].

PAUL. That's starch! The Devil's idol of that colour.

He ratifies it with clapping Of his hands･

The proofs are pregnant･ (5.8.70 -77)

It is obvious that it is not Sir Palユ1 but Fitzdottrel that has the initiative inthis examination,

thoughthe former tries to maintain objectivity in this examination･ He tries 紘) Collect evidence

of witchcraft from what Fitzdottrel says as well as from his behavior, but we could easily point

out that he can distinguish what can work as "evidence" from what cannot inthis situation,

because he knows beforehand how to read such phenomenon, and moreover, Fitzdottrel,

Merecraft, and Everill share the same frame of reference aboutwitchcraftwith fin. We could

say that the audience of this play itself could easily see what would happen next, because Jonson

uses as the source of this scene an actual "possession" of a thirteen-year old boy that occurred ill

1616 inLeicester and was brought to light by theKing as a fakery (Marcus 91) alongwith the

cases in relation to a famous Puritan exorcist-preacher John Darrel･ To add to this,there were so

many pamphlets and printed materials on such cases･ Thus the representations of the reality in

the realworld shape the dramatic "reality" in this play world･ What seems to be a chle tO

interpret this phenomenon for Sir Paulis a fake clue prepared by the other three･ He tries to

interpret, or read this phenomenon, but instead, it is he that is easily read by the other three･ He

is totally cheated into believing himself to be objective:

MANLY.　　　　　　　　　　　A托yOll frantic, sir,

Or what grave dotage moves you to take part

With so much villainy? We are not afraid

Either of law or trial; let us be

Examined what our ends were, what the means,

To work by; and possibility of those means･

Do not conclude against us ere you hear us.

PAUL. I will not hear you, yet I will conchde

Out of the circumstances.

MANLY.　　　　　　　Will you so, sir?

PAUL. Yes, they are palpable.

MANLY.　　　　　　　Not as your folly.

PAUL. I will discharge my conscience, and doall

To the meridian of justice. (5.8.9卜102)

Thus the Judge himself disallows the defense of the accused and declares that he doesal1 "to the

meridian of justice". Here we could hear the resonance of what King James wrote in his
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Demonology ln an inverted way:

PHILOMATHES. But what is their lthe witches] power against the

magistrate?

EPISTEMON. Less or greater according as he dealSwith them･ For if he be

slothful towards them, God is very able to make them instruments to waken

and punish his sloth. But if he be the contrary, he, according to thejust

law of God and allowable law ofal1 nations, Will be diligent in examlnlng and

punishing of them. Godwill not permit their master to trouble or hinder so good a

work.

PHILOMATHES. But fra they be once in hands and firmance, have they any further

power in their craft?

EPISTEMON. That is according to the form of their detention･ If they be but

apprehended and detained byany privateperson upon other private respects, their

power no doubt either in escaping Or in doing hurt is no less nor ever it was before.

But if, on the other part, their apprehending and detention be by the lawful

magistrate upon the just respects of their guiltiness in that craft, their power is then

no greater than before ever they meddledwith their master･ For where God begins

justly to strike by his lawful 1ieutenants it is not in the devil'S power to defraud or

bereave him of the office or effect of his powerful and revenging SCePtre.

(Nomand and RobertS 398-9)

Therefore we could say that the accusation of witches is in every way an integralpart, orthe

supplement, of the world of this play･ Sir Paul needs Mistres Fitzdottrel to be adjudicated a

witch in order to become the most renowned judge, Fitzdottrel needs his wife to be a witch in

order to recover his property from her, and Merecraft and Everi1l want Sir Paul to pronounce her

a witch to beguile Fitzdottrel of his property. For them, she has to be "proved" as a witch.

However, suddenly the keeper of Newgate enters into the stage andthe situation changes.

He brings them a piece Of news that a person who has the self same body of a cutplユrSe hanged in

that morning appears again to be executed･ He also tells that the devil appeared then, the

Newgate prison is rent down, and after that, only the dead body of thatperson is left. They can

identify that "person" as Devil, the new servant who steals the clothes of Amblerand is sent to

Newgate, and suddenly Fitzdottrel begins to confess that his "possession" is a fake one and

Merecraft and Everill help him in doing so. However, even after this confession, he still keeps

on accusing hiswife:

MANLY･　　　　　　　　　Sir, are not you ashamed

Now of your solemn, seri･ous vanity?

PAUL. I will make honourable amends to truth.

FITZDOTrREL. And so will i. BuHhese are cozeners, still;

And ha'my land, as plotters with mywife:

Who, thoughshe be not a witch, is worse- a whore. (5.8.145-150)
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In this way, We could assume that the fear of cuckoldry still seizes Fitzdottrel and his fear of

losing fair wife is connected with his fear of losing his land-in a sense, if he loses his wife as

well as his land, he loses every element of his household. His wife would become the head of

their household instead of him, and the world and order turn upside-down for him･ For him, this

subversion could be caused by the adultery of his wife and Wittipol, and he refers her as a whore,

worse than a witch.

Aswe have seen above, the "possession" in the last Scene of this play illustrates the

theatricalmechanism of the witchcraft accusationaimed at Frances Fitzdottrel, which in tum

backfiresI Fiztdottrel, instead of his wife, is the person to be impeached and convicted like John

Dar-el, who was revealed to be a fraud instead of a real exorcist･ However, Manly, who plays the

role of the judge instead of Sir Paul in this scene, speaks as follows:

His land is his: and never, by my friend,

Or by myself, meant to ano､ther use

But for her succours, who hath equalright.

If any other had worse counsels in't-

I know l speak to those can apprehend me-

Let 'em repent 'em, and be not detected.

It is not manly to takejoy, or pride

ln human e汀OrS. We do all ill things:

They do 'em worst that love 'em, and dwell there,

Till the plague comes. The few that have the seeds

Of goodness left will sooner make their way

To a true life by shame, than punishment. (5.8.163-174)

Should we regard this as the sentence to a criminal? Far from it, this passage is full of forgiveness

and sympathy fわr erroneous people･ Thus we might say that the accusation aimed at Frances

Fitzdottrel backfires, but because of this backfire, Fitzdottrel can be home agaln aS the husband

of Frances Fitzdottrel, who is always sincere to him･ However, here we could ask a question:

why does he stop feignlng 〃possessionM when he hears the news about Pug the devil from the

officers of Newgate? This is an important question, if we remember the fact that this news and

the confession of fraud directly cause that ubackfiren･ This Hpossessionn is often treated as the

failed role back of the fakers, but we should regard this scene as an essential preliminary to that

conclusion as well. This scene is not an odd incident, and the break down of the accusation by

the news from Newgate should be treated as an important component of this play･ Or rather we

might ask the question in this way: what is the effect of this rather strange and sudden confession

in the structure of the play as a whole? In order to answerthis question, we should firstly discuss

two kinds of 〟possession〃 in this play-explicit one and implicit one-as well as the problem of

contract in the next two sections as the foundation of the discussion about the problem of

Fitzdottrel 's confession.
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Two KiJlds of nPossessionn without Exorcist

In the openlng SCene Of this play, Satan glVeS Pug the devil a body of an executed cutpurse

saying aS follows:

But Pug, since you do bum with such desire

To do the commonwealth of Hell some service

l am content, assuming Of a body

You go to earth, and visit men a day.

But you must take a body ready一made, Pug,

I can create you none nor shall you fom

Yourself an al一y One, but become subject

To all impression of the flesh you take

So far as human frailty. So this momlng

There is a handsome cutpurse hanged at Tybum,

Wbose spirit departred, you may enter his body:　　　(1･1･131 -141)

Satan cannot create a human body for Pug, because only God is able to create everything.

Therefore, he chooses one dead body and, as it were, allows Pug to wear it. However, as the

body is not clothes, of course, and so Pug "become subject / lt]oall impression of the flesh"

which he puts on･ Pug is able to see, hear, touch, smell, and taste, and feels various desires now

that he has human body as well as evil spirit･ We could call it a demonic possession, or more

precisely, the realdemonic possession: the spirit of a devil in a human body･ Thus the dead body

without Pug'S spirit is left after he is sent back to Hell, and the reappearance of the dead body of

the cutpurse in Newgate obviously witnesses the presence of the devil in contemporary London･

What is the difference, then, between this real possession and the fake "possession" of

Fitzdottrel? Firstly, Fitzdottrel'Sperfomance, which is regarded as the legal evidence by Sir

Paul, directly leads to the accusation of his wife, and the bedside of Fitzdottrel is actually an

instant court of justice, while the real demonic possession apparently has no such direct legal

connotation. However, what Sir Paul regards as the "evidence of witchcraft" in the fake

"possession" case actually cannot serve as such･ Fitzdottrel falls into a fit of convulsions and

foams, in fact uslng SOaP, and groans according to circumstances inforeign languages in order to

seem to be a victim. He attracts the eyes of the others, but more precisely, the focus of their

attention is not his body itself but the behavior of his body･ The spectators of this "possession"

speak about such phenomena like the change of his voice, the fわam he belches, and the

movement of his belly. Thus we might say that his behavior functions as a signifier of witchcraft

without the signification, and what really matters in this case is the discourse woven by his

strange utterances and the inte叩retation by the audiences･ TIlis theatricality with Fitzdottrel's

body and behavior as its center, alongwiththe situation in which Mistress Fitzdottrel is put in-

she is made to wear gorgeous attire and locked into a small room, thus made to be the beautiful

living object which only Fitzdotrel enjoys-aS Well as his frantic zeal in wearlng fancy cloaks

and sitting on stage in the theater, reveal that Fitzdottrel is obsessed by the desire to control other
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On the other hand, the realdemonic possession, caused only by the wordsand the power of

Satan, is too subtle to be noticed by the others, and therefore it neither has theperformanc8-like

nature, or theatricality, nor serves asanevidence of witchcraft in this play world. In other words,

not the human body itself possessed by the devil but the behavior of the "possessed" person is

the object to be examined as the evidence of witchcraft in this play world･ The human body by

itself does not attract the other persons'attention here with the exception of the keepers of

Newgate･ However,the beating as well as the danger of execution Pug the devil gets attracts the

audiences'eyes and makes them realize that he is no longer a spiritualexistence and has human

body, and thus bluntly emphasizes the presence of one frail male body on stage.

Secondly, while Fitzdottrel eopleS What other fakers do in the preceding fake "possession"

cases, Pt)g the devil has no such precedents. Thus, it is much easier for Fitzdottrel to deceive

others, as he has much information about diabolic matters as a lover of the devils, and he knows

exactly what his audience want to see in such a situation.

What is the similarity, on the contrary, between these two possessions? Firstly, both

possessions are motivated by certain kinds of socio-economiCalprofits.Asto Fitzdottrel, the
"possession" is an effort to regain his "lost" property. And for Pug the devil, the reason for

coming tO London in human guise is to do service the commonwealth of Hell, and Satan

promises as follows:

But as you make your soon at night's relation,

And we shall find it merits from the state,

You shall have both trust from usand employment. (1.1.148-150)

ij.. A(I.　P･.･

Pug the devil is a candidate for the employee of Hell,and as he wants to be promoted, he is eager

to go to London and do great evil･ These pointsmight have some relationshipwith the fact that

the possession and exorcism was used as a religious propaganda not only by the zealous Pmitans

butalso by the Catholics, and easily connectedwith the politics within the Anglican Chrch in

posトReformation England･ Sometimesthe fake "possession" was directed and prodllCed by the

clergyman who took part in it as the exorcist for the purpose of converting morepeople ilo his

side･ According to Darren Oldridge, Protestant clergleS in England used public exorcisms as a

weapon to attack popery (01deridge 131).

The most interesting similarity between these two possessions in this play is that no exorcist

appears in both cases･ In early modernEngland, both Catholic and Protestant priests played the

role of exorcists･ The former used such things like holy water and the cross in fighting with the

devil, while the latter relied mainly on praylng and fasting, and lengthy conversation between the

devil and the priest often occurred dming such ceremony (Sharpe 146). In another cases, the

possessed person accused someone as a witch, orwitches, and, by scratching that accused, the

possessed person was "healed". In these cases, there was no necessity for the exorcist ritllal. In

neither case in this play, the exorcists appear on stage. Moreover, neither Pugthe devil nor

Fitzdottrel is "healed" in these cases.Asto the case of Pug the devil, it is apparent that no one

plays the part of exorcist for him,and Satan himself just discharges Pug from his contract and
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brings him back to Hell. The keepers of Newgate realize his realidentity, and that their

testimony that Pug lS a devil is not an interpretation of what happens in Newgate but a simple

statement of the fact and its consequence is made apparent in the following Passage:

SHACKLES. 0 me!

1 KEEPER.

2 KEEPER.

Is broken down.

3 KEEPER.

What's this?

A piece of Justice Hall

Foh! What a steam of brimstone

Ishere!

4 KEEPER･ The prlSOner's dead, came in but now!

SHACKLES. Ha? Where?

4 KEEPER.　　　　　　　　　　　Look here.

1 KEEPER.　　　　　　　　　　　　　　'Slid, I should know his countenance!

It is Gill Cutpusre, was hanged outthis morn1ng･l

SHACKLES. 'Tis be主

2 KEEPER.　　　　　　The Devil, sure, has a hand in this! (5.7.ト6)

Here the keepers pay attention to the body itself, especially its countenance, and that enables

them to realize the presence of the devil. What they are saying Should be accepted at face value

as simple･facts,and the dead body of Gill Cutpurse appearing again in Newgate is the real

evidence of the diabolic possession･ OTl the other hand, the "evidences" plentifully provided by

Fitzdottrel in his "possession" are hardly useful as the real ones, becausetheir realfunctioll in the

discourse is to lure Sir Paul away from making his own judgment and control his interpretation･

That seemingly copious discourse woven by Fitzdottrel and the audience allows in reality only

one kind of interpretation to Sir Paul and refuses the possibility of pluralinterpretation･ It is

obvious that this discourse is anything buHhe statement of the "fact" and it has the tendency to

refuse pluralinterpretation in common with such statement of facts, thoughtheirfunctions are

totally opposite･

ThtlS We have analyzed the similarities as well as the differences between the fake

"possession" by Fitzdottrel and the real possession of a dead human body by Pug the devil in this

section･ The former is a fraud but easily attracts the attention of the others, and is performed in

accordancewith the precedents as w.ell as the taste of the audience, while the latter is too slユbtle

to be noticed and has no precedent in this play world. To take the initiative in the fabrication of

the discourse of accusing someone as awitch (in this case that is Frances Fitzdottrel) is essential

for the former, while the latter is caused only by the words and power of Satan. However, as they

share one tendency to refuse deeper, or phralreading, wemight regard them as the both sides of

one coin. Fitzdottrel is the master of Pug the devil in this play world, and thus we could assume

that those two possessions are intertwined tightly in this play. In the next section, we would

discuss another problem about the relationship, especially the contract between them.
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The Problem of I)iabolic Contract

Aswe have seen above, Pug the devil is shown as a contrast to Fitzdottrel. At the same

time, these twopersonages are tightly commected each other as a master and his servant･ To begin

with, we would like to analyzethe following Passage COnCemlng their first encounter:

lPUG･] Sir, your good pardon that I thus presume

Upon your pnvacy. I am bonl a gentleman,

A younger brother; but in some disgrace

Now with my friends; and want some little means

To keep me upright, while things be reconciled.

Please you, to let my service be of use to you, sir.

FITZDOTrREL Service? 'Fore hell, my heart was at my mouth,

Till I had viewed his shoes well, for those roses

Were big enoughto hide a cloven foot.

He looks and surveys his jTeet, over and ovel･.

No, friend, my number'Sfull. I have one servant,

Who is myal1, indeed;and from the broom

Unto the brush: forjust so far, I trust him.

He is my wardrobe man, my cater, cook,

Butler,and steward; looks unto my horse;

And helps to watch mywife. He'hasal1 the places

That I can think on, from the garret downward

Fen to the ma71ger, and the curry-comb.

PUG･ Sir, I shall put your worship to no charge

More than my meat, and that but very little;

I'll serve you for your love. (1.3.1 -20)

AsPug the devil is told by Satan beforehand to serve Fitzdottrel only, he proposes to serve him

without wage･ However, Fitzdottrel declines to hire him twice, saying that he has hired another

manalready as his servant･ Moreover, he does not believe what Pug the devil says when he

introduces himself as a devil, because he has no cloven foot (13.28-29). Thus he mistakes the

word "devil" as Pug's surname, and says as follows:

rll entertain him for the name sake. Ha?

And tum away my tother man? And save

Four pound a year by that.l There's hck, and thrift too.I

The very Devil may come hereafter as well.

Friend, I receive you: but withal I acquaint you

Aforehand, if you'offend me I must beat you.

It is a kind of exercise I use,

And cannot be without.　(1.336 143)
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Here the contract between Fitzdottrel and Pug the devil is made, but this contract is r?ther

strange. lt is strange even as a contract about master-servant relationship: the servant does not

receive the wage and sometimes the masterwill beat him as "a kind of exercise". Thusthe

servant can receive nothing but his food and violent beating from his master, and it isalready

made obviotlS even here that Pug the devil cannot rob his master of his soul as the reward for his

service, thoughthis is a direct contract between Fitzdottrel and a devil. What is the reason of this

comical breakdown of Pug's plot?

The difference between their attitudes towards the language is the main reason of this.

Barbara Irene Kerps points out that "lw]Ords as a means of communication are under peculiar

stress" in this play, and "key words sllCh as `credit', `use', `trust', `possession', `title', `deed'al1

mean different things as they move around in the play's different contexts" (Kerps 91)･ In other

words, many Important WOrds in this play are treated not as the combination of signifier and

signification, but rather the tools of Wittgensteinian word play･ The word "devil" cannot be the

exception, and finally Mistress Tai1bush proposes to call him "De-vile" instead of "Devil",

because it is "a prettier name" (4.4.189),and we could point out that the sound of a word is more

important for her and her companions than its meanlng･

The situation is same for the other personages of this play,and such word phy is abundant

in this play･ F･or example, Merecraft is a faker who tricks others out of money only by showing

them some seemingly profitable "projects", and the same thing can be said about Everill and

Trains, who work as his assistants･ Many otherpersonages, like Fitzdottrel, Lady Tailbush,

Guilthead and his son Pultarchus, are deceived by his tactfully handled discourse. Moreover,

another kind of play on words could be found in this play. Wittipol is a gallant who tactfully

speaks, and the "conversation" between himself and Mistress Fitzdottrel in Act 1 Scene 6 -

Mistress Fitzdottrel stood mute as her husband tells her to do so beforehand dming the

fifteen-mimtes "conversation"with Wittipol, who barters theright to speak to her and a

gorgeous cloakwithFitzdottrel,and thus he starts to speak for her and tells Mistress Fitzdottrel

what he wants her to do-is a good example of his mastery. Mistress Fitzdottrelalso does this

word play, but we should not forget that not only the language butalso the silence is her tool in

this word play･ She shows her ability to use language in that way when she bids Pug the devil to

tell Wittipol to "put off his hopes" (2･2･48). Shegives instructions to Wittipol about the place of

their secret meeting by declining his hope seemingly･ At the same time, her silence in that

conversation scene functions as a very effective tool, because by letting both Fitzdottrel and

Wittipol freely "read" her silence, she succeeds in keeping her own emotion secret and utters it in

nobody's hearing in Act 2 Scene 2. Thus, while she takes part in the word play actively, she uses

her silence as a screen to protect herself from it within this play world.

On the contrary, Pug's attitlユde towards language is rather different from that of the others'.

For example, he cannot grasp the hidden meanmg of what Mistress Fitzdottrel says in Act 2

Scene 2, and tells it to Wittipol,thoughFitzdottrel orders him to keep an eye on her beforehand.

When he is put througha catechism by Lady Tai1bush, Mistress Eitherside, Wittipol in the guise

of the Spanish Lady and Fitzdottrel in Act 4 Scene 4, Pug cannot make quick andwitty answer,

and is looked down upon as a "dull fellow / lo]f no capacity" by the women (4.4.224-5)･
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Moreover, he cannot understand the presence of hidden emotions within Mistress Fitzdottrel and

judges her from her appearance-her attire is too gorgeous for a chastewife,thoughin reality it
is Fitzdottrel that makes her wear such clothes-and tries to seduce her into adultery with him in

Act 2 Scene 2. He pays no attention to the individualContext in which her attire works asan

individual sign, but behaves in accordancewith the common notion about women's clothes.

However, contrary to the common notion, to wear gorgeous attire is a way to show her chastity to

her husband･ In this sense Pug lS an heir of traditionaldevils in English popular culture, who try

to seduce people into contracting with them and doing evil deeds but are often deceived by them

instead. According to Darren Olderidge, 1n Such cases, the power of the devil is blocked by some

simple tricks as well as by Lithe belief that he could only harm those who led outwardly wicked

lives" (01deridge 64)･ We shouldalso pay attention to what John D. Cox says:

Pug's ineptitude in inciting human beings to vice is a keen satire on the depth of urban

depravity, but it is not original in Jonson, as he implicitly acknowledges inalhding to

Dekker's If mis Be Not a Good Play, the Devil Is in Ii. ‥. Dekker borrowed this

device, in turn, from a lost comedy of 1601, by Day and Haughton, called FTiar Rush

and ike Proud Woman ofAntweTP, Which is the first English example of the Friar Rush

motif, that is, of a devil in humangulSe Whose machinations barely compete with those

of human beings･ In short, Jonson's explicit satire of popular tradition coexistswith

his debt to it in Devil Is an Ass lsic･], and nothing in the play challenges the real

existence ofdevils or their association with human evil. (Cox 157-8)

The devils belong to the opposite side of God, who is the source of logos, and thus God's logos,

unchangeable sacred words, indirectly defines the limitation of the activities of the devils. In this

sense, it could be natural for the devils not to doubt the language and accept the words spoken by

others at face value. As the situation surrounding Pug the devil and Fitzdottrel is woven by the

language and signs like the clothes, both of which are used by human beings as slgnifier without

concrete signification, thus it is Pug the devil who sucks on the hind tit.

When he is finally put into pnson and sentenced to death in Act 5 Scene 6, Pug the devil

cannot believe anything and his loyalty to Satan begins to crumble. While he is criticizing Satan,

Satan himself appears on stage and scolds bin as fわllows:

What one proffer hast thou made,

Wicked enough, this day, thatmight be called

Worthy thine own, much less the name that sent thee?

First, thou didst help theyself into a beating

Promptly, and with't endangered'st too thy tongue;

A devil, and could not keep a body entire

One days That, for our credit. And tovindicate it,

Hinder'dst, for al】ght thous know'st, a deed of darkness:

Which was an act of that egregious folly,

Asno one's to'ard the Devil could ha'thought on.
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This for your acting! But for suffering･T Why,

Thou hast been cheated on with a false beard,

And a tuned cloak. Faith, would your predeccesor,

The cutpurse, think you, ha'been so? Out upon thee!

The hurt thou'hast done, to let menknow their strength,

And that they're able to outdo a devil

Put in a body, Will for ever be

A scar llpOn Ollr name! (5.7.43 -60)

It isalready obvious for the audience of this play that it is the contract with Fitzdottrel as a

servant that causesall these problems. However, we might wonder here, does that contract have

any meanlng for Satan, as it is not a diabolic contract but a master-servant contract? It seems so,

because Satan speaks aboutthe employment in Hell that Pug aspires tO get When he appears in

the Newgate prison (5.7.63-67).Asit is a contract made between a devil and a man, so it should

be treated as such･ What is the most important thing for a devil to do, when he makes a contract

with a man? Not to serve him, but to rob him of his soul is the devil's task. However, Pug easily

forgets this pnnciple and can gain nothing for Hell･ Satan makes a contractwith Pug to employ

him in Hell if he is able to rob Fitzdottrel of his soulin one day, thus he sticks to the pnnciple of

that contract and refuses to give him employment･ At the same time, we might have the clue here

for the question mentioned before: what makes Fitzdottrel confess his fakeryall of a sudden?

Therefore we would dealwith that problem in the next section･

The Problem of Male Witch:the Accusation Backfires

In the previous sections, We have dealt with the problem of two kinds of possession shown

in this playalongwith that of the contract made between Fitzdottrel and Pug the devil･ Pug

possesses the dead body of a cutpurse, appears before Fitzdottrel in answer to his resounding

iZIVOCation, and makes contractwith him as a servant･ Then, now we could ask a question: who

gives the chance for the devil to possess the dead body of a cutpurse? -The answer: Fitzdottrel･

Then, is he a maglClan Or a SOrCerer? It might seem so, however, there are some points that let us

doubt that simple eonclusion･

First ofal1, the form of their contract is rather strange: it is a contract made orally. In usual

cases, the devils and maglClanS COnClude their pact by slgnlng On a Parchment with the

maglClanS'blood. Moreover, what does Fitzdottrel do, when Pug appears before him? He is just

reciting his desirealoud, and the use of neither instruments nor spell is mentioned in the script･

He is just speaking.

Secondly, maglClanS usually invoke the devils to gain SuPernaturalmaglC Powers for a span

or to find some hidden treasure, etc･ In other words, they Invoke them to go beyond the bounds

of natural human ability, thlユS his desirt to become friends with the devil is also strange. To add

to this, he even says that he wouldal10w him to share his wife･ Why does he desire to construct a

male bondingwith the devil?

Thirdly, why does Pug appear before him in hman guise? It is not unusual for a devil or
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evil spirit to appear in the shapeof some animals, or evenwiththeairy body･ We could find a

good example in the Introduction ･of The Mer7γ Devil of Edmonion, an anonymous play

perfomed in 1608 and referred to in the Prologue of The Devil Is An Ass･ In that scene, a spirit

named Coerb enters into the study of a maglClan Whose name is Fabell, the protagonist of this

play, and demands the soul of him, as the term of their contract comes near to end･ Fabell offers

a spelled chair to him and thus successfully makes him disable from standing up form it･ The

following Passage is the scene after this:

COERB. Come, Fabell, hast thou done?

FABELL.　　　　　　　　　　　　Yes, yes, Come hither.

COERB. Fabell, I cannot.

FABELL Cannnot?

What ails your hollowness?

COERB.　　　　　　　　Good Fabell, help me. (Introduction･ 59-62)

In this passage, Coerb the spirit is easily bound to the magic Chair, though he has an airy,

"hollow" body. There are some plays in which the devils appear in human guise, like Dekker's lf

This Be Not a Good Play, ike Devil Is In Ii (1612), another play referred to in the Prologlle Of The

Devil Is An Ass, or Marlowe's Doctor Fausius (1588-89). In these plays the devils appear in the

gulSe Of friars, so we could assume that there are some satiriCalnuance in the choice of that

guise. Then, why does Pllg appear On Stage aS a yOlユng and handsome man? If we remember that

Fitzhdottrel himself cannot believe the diabolicalidentity of Pug, we shotlld assl】me that he

anticipates meeting the devil in ordinary gulSewith cloven feet, and if so, he would share his

wifewith him. Whatmight happen, then, if Pug succeeded in making him believe what he says?

These deviant aspects of Pug's introduction into this play world could make us wonder about the

intention of the phywright･ Does he betoken the break down of Pug the devil'S scheme of

becoming an employee of Hell by robbing Fitzdottrel of his soul from the beginning?

We could easily point out that it is natural for a playwright to give SOme twists to so

ordinary a motif like that of the devil, however, this scene varies so muchthat it has the effect to

make the audience wonder whether Fitzdottrel is a maglClan Or nOt･ In other words, this scene is

constructed to arouse the doubtwithin the audience about Fitzdottrel's ability as a maglClan･

Fitzdottrel meets the devil suddenly, makes contract with him unknowingly, promises to give

him someJPlace to live and some food as the reward for his service-this plot strongly reminds

us of some other people who contract with the devil: the witches･Aswe havealready argued, the

witches werealso said to make contractwith the devil,and it is notthe maglClanS but the witches

that were accused of causing POSSeSSion. Thus, we could regard Fitzdottrel as a malewiteh,

rather than a maglClan.

AsLara Apps and Andrew Gow argue, thoughthere were many malewitches brought to

trial, there is an implicit notion that equates witcheswith women. In early modernEngland, of

course, there were severalmale witches thoughsmall in number, and Apps and Gow choose one

such example, about JolmSamond of Essex, tried in 1560 and point out as follows:
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His indictment demonstrate that ･ ･ ･ men could be accused of witchcraft independently

of their female relatives and were notalways accused of practicing magic that was

different from that of women. Indeed, the striking thing about John Samond, besides

his frequent appearances before the assizes, is that there is no clear distinction between

him and the female witches indicted in Essex･　　　　　　　(Apps and Gow 49)

Moreover, by propounding the problem of the malewitches, we could not only criticize the

implicit equation of female withwitches, a notion caused by the binary opposition between male

and female, following Apps and Gow, but also analyzethe process that the former notion

strengthens and empowers the latter opposition.

At the same time, we should notmiss the fact that the word "witch" is used in this phy as

the indication of femalewitches only. This word is used in the opening SCene in Hell as well as

in the ending scene of this play, and in every case, it indicates a woman･ Here we could asstlme

that the binary opposition between male and female,alongwith the equation of femalewith the

witches, lS Presupposed by Jonson, and as the words like "Coqurer" are used to indicate male

maglClan in this play, that assumption becomesal1 the more stronger･ However, we could ask

again here, the two questions above mentioned: why does Jonson construct this play to arouse

the question about the definition of Fitzdottrel, and why does he glVe Pug that human guise

which is rather unusual from contemporary standard? In other words, why does Jonson construct

this play ln Such a way that itallows Fitzdottrel to deviate from the binary opposition between

male and female to some extent as well as Pug from the standard appearance that straightly

indicates him as a devil?

Here we should not forget that direct intervention of some supematuralpower into the

human community, like the appearance of Satan in Newgate, is rather rare in the play world of

Jonsonian comedy･ We could find such examples in his Romanplays･ In Caiiline, the ghost of

Sylla appears in the opening scene, and in Sejanus,the head of Sejanus'statue suddenly breaks

as an omen. Why,then, does he choose to avoid the standpoint that iswithout the society in

writing comedy? Like the influence of macro cosmos upon micro cosmos, the supematural

power, good or bad, transcends the limit of human society and controls it. Ths, we could
assume that, by removing the infhlenCe Of such power and concentrating on the affairs within the

micro cosmos, Jonson emphasizes the power of the authority in human society and its ability to

judgeand control human affairs, and in this play, this dynamism is made much more impressive,

as the finaljudgement shown by a human being, Manly, isfull 0f forglVeneSS. By contrast, the

vision of God that canbeglimpsed throughone thin cleft in the script, i. e, thatforglVeneSS, Or

mercy, isall the moreglorious.

We could find another trace of this tendency in this play, for this play indicates the

dissohtion of every possession by the possessed person's confession to other people (as we have

argued, not tothe exorcist) about the mechanism of the possession. Before brought to Newgate,

Pug the devil confesses his realidentity and purpose as follows:

I am the very Devil, and had leave

To take this body I am in to serve you:
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Which was a cutpurse'S, and hanged this mom1ng.

And it is likewise true I stole this suit

To clothe mewith. But, sir, let me not go

To prison for it. I have hitherto

Lost time, done nothing; shown, indeed, no part

O'my devil's nature. Now I will so help

Your malice 'gainst these parties: So advance

The business that you have in hand of witchcraft,

And your possession, as myself were in you;

Teach you such tricks, to make your belly swell,

And your eyes turn, to foam, to stare, to gnash

Your teeth together, and to beat yourself,

Laugh, loud, and feign six voices-

(5.5.14-28)

Here he adjures Fitzdottrel to help him, and offers help in the "possession" to him in return. He

reveals what he has inmind, and asks forgiveness for his crime-this is totally similar to what

Fitzdottrel does when he hears the news from Newgate about the pres･ence of the devil, With the

exception of one important point･ His confession is as follows:

Nay then, 'tis time to 1.eave off counterfeiting.

Sir, I am not bewitched, nor have a devil:

No more than you. I do defy him, I,

And did abuse you. These two gentlemen

Put me upon it. (I have faith against him).

They taught me all my tricks. Iwill tell truth

And shame the fiend. See here, are my bellows,

And my false belly, and my mouse, andall

That should ha'come forth! (5.8.137-145)

>～Jヽ

Fitzdottrel here confesses two things: firstly, he confesses that he does the fakerywith theaid of

Merecraft and Everill and explains the mechanism of that fakery, and secondly, that he has true

faith in God and defies the devil, thoughhe unknowingly made contract with one. Now we

could conclude that he finally realizesthat he is delivered safely from the snares of the devil and

thus confesses his crime. It is obvious that God's Providence delivers him fromthe diabolic

power, and the accusation against hiswife totally backfires here, ht he confesses not before God

ht before hman being-namely, Manly and is forgiven by him.

Thus we could point out that, by figunng Pug as a devil with not airy but human body and

Fitzdottrel as a man who deviates from the definition of a maglClan Or awitch at the same time,

Jonson contrasts these two confessions done by these two possessed person, and makes the

repercussion of the latter's confessional1 the more great. Moreover, by making these two

possessed person confess not before the priests but before the other, ordinaryperson, Jonson
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upholds the secular power not only judges butalso forgives thepeople who "do all ill things"

(5･8･170), andall the plots about contract, including that of the diabolic contract between

Fitzdottrel and Pug, are dissolved by this confession and forgiveness Shown inthe very end of

tbisplay.

Conclusion: To Glimpse of the Commonwealth on Earth

Aswe havealready seen, Fitzdottrel is a man who deviates from simple definition of a

maglClan Or a Witch, and thus his existence in this play could undermine to some extent the

binary opposition between maleand female, along with the gender-biased notion of thewitch･

At the same time, We should not forget that he said he wanted to construct a male bondingwith

the devil by sharing his wifewith him, and moreover, he does not cease to call his wife a
uwhoren even after his confession of crime, and is reproved by Manly･ These facts obviously

show us that he is so obsessed with the fear of cuckoldry, and it seems that the cause of this

obsession is his inability to imagine any Other kind of male-female relationship than the two

simple ones: marriage and adultery･ Thus, on realizing that he was coaxed by Wittipol, disguised

as the Spanish Lady, into asslgnlng his whole property to Manly, he laments and is Jeered by

Wittipol as follows:

FITZDOTrREL Am I the thing I feared?

WITrIPOL. A cuckold? No, sir,

But you were late in possibility.

I'11 tell you so much.

MANLY･　　　But your wife's too virtuous!

WITrIPOL We'll see her, sir, at home, and leave you here

To be made Duke o'Shoreditchwith a project.

FITZDOTTREL Thieves, ravishers!　　　　　(4.7.61 -66)

Moreover, after Wittipol goes out of the stage, Fitzdottrel cries out for agony:

0!

What will theghost of my wise grandfather,

My leaned father, with my worshipful mother

Think of me now, that left me in this world

In state to be their heir? That am become

A cuckold, and an ass, and my wife's ward;

Likely to lose my land, ha'my throat cut,

All, by my practice.1 (4･7.73 -80)

Here we could assume that for Fitzdottrel, the fear of cuckoldry is tightly connected with the

fear of losing the patriarchalCommand handed down to him from ancestors. In other words, the

break down of marrlage bond directly means the break down of his household for him. At the
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same time, the situation is same for Mistress Fitzdottrel. She is forced to be chaste and obey her

husband, while she knows he is totally controlled by Merecraft to wasteal1 his property. Thus

she is in a double bind. Helen Ostovich explains this situation as follows:

the chief question regarding wives seems to be whether women have theright to

reamnge their lives, as Jonson suggests in The Devil is an Ass lsic･], or must submit to

malemithority. In the Fitzdotrel marriage, like many others of the period, property and

sexuality coalesces as the chief factor contributing to the wife's discomfort･ (Ostovich

159)

However, we should ask here, what does the word "chastity" mean for him? When Mistress

Fitzdottrel tries to refuse the "conversation"with Wittipol, Fitzdottrel commands her to obey

bin:

MISTRESS FITZDOTTREL. Why, what do you mean, sir? Ha'yotl your reason?

FITZDOrTTREL. Wife,

I do not know that I have lent it forth

To any one; at least,withollt a Pawn, Wife:

Orthat I've eat or drunk the thing of late

That should corrupt it･ Wherefore, gentlewife,

Obey, it is thy virtue: hold no acts

Of displltatiom

MISTRESS FITZDOTTREL.　　　Are you not enough

The talk of feasts and meetings, but you'1l still

Make argument for fresh?

FITZDOTrREL.　　　　Why, careful wedlock,

Ifl have a longing tO have one tale more

Go of me what is that to thee, dear heart?

Why shouldst thou envy my delight? Or cross it?

By being solicitous when it not concems thee?

MISTRESS FITZDO'ITREL. Yes, I have share in this. The scom will fall

Asbitterly on me, where both are laughed at･　　　(1･6･2-16)

It is apparentthat he cannot understand what she says atal1･ He demands her to be obedient, and

that means he has no idea of her individuality. She is a woman, and his wife. She has her own

identity and agency, and moreover, she realizes that the reputation is a gender-biased thing:

"lt]he scornwill fall / la]s bitterly on me, where both are laughed at" (1･6･16)･ All these things

are out of sight for Fitzdottrel, and he regards his feeling as the only criterion of judgment･

Therefore, there is no coherence in what he doesand what he says. He says that he fears

cuckoldry, but in this case he behaves as a pimp, andthis is out of the hope to get a fine cloak for

unothingn-tlms equates such feelings like shame, dismay and sorrow, which she might have felt

when she is told to conversewith Wittipolall of a sudden by her husband, with unothingn･
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Moreover, We should not forget that he wants to Construct a male bondingwith the devil by

sharing his wifewith him･ Thus we could say that he uses his patriarchalcommand arbitrarily,

and regards hiswife as the elongation of his ego.

Atthe same time, Jonson makes Mistress Fitzdottrel express explicitly what she really needs

for her survivalin this situation, using her own words:

I am a woman

That cannot speak more wretcheAness of myself

Than you can read; matched to a mass of folly,

That every day makes haste to his ownmin;

The wealthy portion that I brought him, Spent;

And, throughmy friends'neglect, no jointure made me.

My fortunes standing in this precIPICe,
'Tis counsel thaH want, and honest aids:

And in this name I need you for a friend!

Never in any other; for his ill

Must not make me, sir, Worse. (4.6.18-28)

She chooses neither obedience to her hlSband nor adulterous relationshipwith Wittipol, but what

she really needs is the counsel andaids based on friendship, which she has been unable to

promote as she was confined within reach of Fitzdottrel's eyes. He puts her in a small chamber

like a cage, and always has an eye on her. Moreover, their household does not seem to function

as oneknot of the web of society, because Fitzdottrel's attitude towards others is rather too

extreme: he does not care for what otherpeople think about him and her, and always tries

aggressively to impress himself and dominate others by weanng gorgeous cloaks. He seems to

have no male friends, because he is very jealous of his beautiful wife. However, she manages to

go beyond his reach, embraces the rare chance given by him arbitrarily and makes the best of it

to construct relationship between people she chooses uslng her own agency･ In doing so, she

reveals her sincerity before Wittipol whom she wants to make friendswith, and Wittipol accepts

her requestwith theaid of Manly. Wittipol answers to her as follows:

Virtue shall never ask my succours twice;

Most friend, most man, your counsels are commands:

Lady, I can love goodness in you more

Than I did beauty; and do here ･entitle

Your virtue tothe power, upon a life

You shall engage in any fmitful service,

Even to forfeit. (4.6.35 -41)

Here what has been kept beneath the appearance is broughHo the light, and they promise to

establish a real friendship each other, and Manly, who had doubt about the intention of Wittipol

in disguise Of the Spanish Lady, now reJoICeS and supports them, and it is these three who in fact
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forgive Fitzdottrel in the finale･ In other words, here they make a new kind of contract, which

leads them to the establishment of a new relationship between men and women based on

sincerity and care for each other･ This contract differs from any other contracts in this play

world, from the contract between Fitzdottreland Merecraft to the contract with Satan and Pug the

devil･ The ordinary contracts between human beings in this play world are based on word play,

while the contracts made by Pug the devil with Satan or Fitzdottrel are based on the interpretation

of the words at face value, and we could regard these two kinds of contract as both sides of one

coin, in that they stick only to language･

In the finale, Manly speaks for the other two, and reveal畠their resolution to succor Mistress

Fitzdottrel･ In this way, the gate of the household of Fitzdottrel, where he behaved as a despot

and which was used as the cage for hiswife, is opened towards the friends, and instead,will

begin to function as one knot of the network of the society･ Therefore we could saythat

Fitzdottrel is finally recovered from the false relationship that he regarded as the society into a

new community based not on the word play but on sincerity,and if some kind of relationship

between Fitzdottrel and the other two men, Wittipol and Manly, 1S established, surely itwill be

not the male bonding but friendship between individualS･ We cannot catch the whole sight of

that community, as it is under construction at the end of this play, however, we could assume that

it willalso based on that kind of friendship･ The household as one socialsystem is not removed

from this play world, and as there is no trace of Fitzdottrel'S repentance about his attitude

towards his wife, we could not be sure to affirmthat the gender problem is resolved here･

However, as theglimpse of a new community now emerging in London based on the contract of

friendship can be seen in this finale, we could regard this ending not as the ending but as the

opening Of a new phase of repetition in DeletlZian sense･

Aswe havealready seen, all the plots concemlng Various kinds of contract are intertwined

into one plot about a fake apossessionn and the accusation of witchcraft against Mistress

Fitzdottrel, and finally dissolved by Fitzdottrel's confession. From the forgiveness towards this

confession, a new kind of contract, i.e. the contract of friendship based not on word play but on

sincerity, emerges and it is upheld beyond the other kinds of contract sticking only to the

language･ Moreover, the contract between Fiztdottrel and Pugthe devil shows that the language

is firstly used in this play world as the signifier without signification, and the word play based on

this variance between the literalmeanlng Of a word and its real meanlng, Changeable in

accordancewith the context it is used, are to be continued and lets the fakers cheat others out of

their whole property･ Suddenly a simple fact about the presence of the devil in contemporary

London is shown to the personages, and that makes one of the fakers confess their crime･ Seen

from this angle by focuslng the function of demonic possession and its dissolution inthe final

scene, this play could be said to have a coherence of all of its multiple plots, and the progress of

its protagonists in this play world dominated only by language and word play lS Clearly shown

before our eyes･ By showing forgiveness towards the erroneous male protagonist, Fabien

Fitzdottrel, by his wife and her friends inthe finalscene, Jonson lets the audienceglimpse the

sight of new community based on a new contract･ We could call it the commonwealth on earth,

and should distinct it from that of Hell or its opposite number on earth based on only language･

Asthe commonwealth on earth is now emerging, We Could catch only theglimpse of it, however,
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Jonson might hope it will appear on earth someday･
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